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Welcome
...to this special supplement celebrating the winners
of the Teach Company Awards 2021. We launched
the Teach Early Years Awards in 2017, with the Teach
Primary Awards following one year later. In 2019 we
were delighted to be able to showcase the superb
resources available at Key Stages 3 and 4 by way of
the inaugural Teach Secondary Awards. Together, the
three strands make up the Teach Company Awards,
highlighting the very best options out there to
support teaching and learning throughout a child’s
educational journey from 0-16+. It’s been a long
process, from inviting entries back in May 2021 to
waiting for our expert judges to assess the shortlists
in each category (no easy task); but we are delighted
to be able to reveal this year’s Teach Company
Award winners – and we hope you’ll agree they are
a thoroughly worthy bunch. Brilliantly diverse and
bursting with innovation, these are resources that
have been thoughtfully developed to have a positive
impact in the classroom and beyond. We hope you
enjoy seeing who has emerged triumphant this year –
and that you’ll find something your school could use.
Congratulations to all our worthy winners
The Teach Company editorial team

How it worked

After calling in nominations, we compiled
a shortlist. Our expert judges were then
asked to assess these finalists, scoring them
according to a clear set of criteria, including
potential impact on both outcomes and
teacher workload, adaptability, and value for
money. This enabled us to identify five-, four
and three-star winners in each category.
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MEET THE JUDGES
TEACH EARLY YEARS AWARDS

SUE COWLEY

ALISTAIR BRYCE-CLEGG

EMMA DAVIS

Alistair is an award-winning early years author,
blogger, product designer and advocate of play. His
work has been published in a number of books and
magazines, and he has worked as an early years
advisor for film and TV projects. Alongside providing
support and training for a range of settings and
schools, he also works internationally and with local
authorities across the UK.

Sue is an experienced teacher, writer and presenter,
specialising in behaviour management – about
which she writes regularly for Teach Early Years
– and creative teaching and learning. A qualified
primary school teacher, she helps to run her local
preschool, as chair of the management committee.
Her latest book is Learning Behaviours: A Practical
Guide to Self-Regulation in the Early Years.

Emma is an early years lecturer having previously
managed an outstanding preschool. She is a PhD
student, forest school leader and mental health
first aider. Emma is a regular contributor to Teach
Early Years, both in print and online, sharing inspiring
ideas and best practice as well as book reviews. She
particularly enjoys outdoor play, picture books and
loose parts play.

Visit abcdoes.com

Visit suecowley.co.uk

Follow Emma on Twitter: @EmmaDee77

JAMES HEMPSALL OBE

James Hempsall OBE is director of Hempsall’s
training, research and consultancy, managing editor
of Children’s Centre Leader, and national programme
director for Childcare Works. With more than 30 years’
dedicated service to the children’s services sector,
James works to drive improvement and change,
supporting high-quality and sustainable childcare.

Visit hempsalls.com or
follow on Twitter: @hempsalls

JONNY KEEN

JUNE O’SULLIVAN MBE

A freelance writer and former nursery practitioner,
Jonny regularly contributes to Teach Early Years with
imaginative ideas for your settings, from activities that
won’t break the bank to making your own mini pond.
He enjoys sharing the joy of words
and literacy with children, and hopefully inspiring a
lifelong love of reading. You can find some of Jonny’s
early years articles at:

June O’Sullivan MBE is CEO of the London Early Years
Foundation (LEYF), one of London’s largest charitable
social enterprises, operating 39 nurseries in some
of London’s most disadvantaged areas. An inspiring
speaker, author, podcaster and expert on early years,
social business and child poverty. June is a tireless
‘disruptor’, striving to make society a better place for all
children and their families.

teachwire.net/authors/jonny-keen

Visit leyf.org.uk

TEACH SECONDARY AWARDS
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APPS

ASSESSMENT

CPD

ADRIAN BRIGGS

MICHAEL CHILES

NICOLA BROOKS

CURRICULUM
IMPACT

is a curriculum leader of
computer science and lead
teacher of virtual digital
technology at Middleton
Technology School

is a lead practitioner of
geography and principal
examiner at King’s Leadership
Academy Warrington

is a professional development
co-ordinator for Reach
South Academy Trust and
lead trainer for the Wiltshire
Autism Education Trust

JULIE KETTLEWELL

LIZY WATSON

is the assistant director of
Huntington Research School,
a teacher of psychology and
experienced pastoral leader

is a lead practitioner for
teaching and learning at Philip
Morant School and College

HEALTH AND
WELLBEING

REMOTE
LEARNING

SCHOOL
BUSINESS

SEND

STEM

JOHN GALLOWAY

ANDY MITCHELL

is a freelance writer,
consultant and trainer
specialising in the use of
technology to improve
educational opportunities for
children and young people

is an independent educational
consultant and former deputy
chief executive of The Design
and Technology Association

ANN MARIE CHRISTIAN

ADAM RICHES

HILARY GOLDSMITH

is a safeguarding and child
protection consultant, trainer,
author and troubleshooter

is a senior leader for teaching
and learning

is a school business leader,
consultant on school business
matters and mentor for
the NAHT

FREE
RESOURCE

TEACH PRIMARY AWARDS
Apps
Lee Parkinson
(Mr P ICT)

CPD
Teacher Development Trust
(Maria Cunningham)

English

Foundation

UKLA
(Rebecca Simpson-Hargreaves and team)

St John’s C of E Primary
(Kate Penarski)

Free

Maths

Woodland Academy Trust
(Claire Ingrams)

Mathematical Association
(Alison Borthwick and Cherri Moseley)

Remote

SEN

Reach Academy
(Jon Hutchinson)

SSAT (The Schools Network)
(Pauline Holbrook & Laura Burton)

STEM

Wellbeing

PSTT
(Kulvinder Johal)

Leeds Beckett University, Carnegie School of
Education (Louise Nelson and team)
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Proven solutions.
Successful student outcomes.

As a pioneer and innovator of classroom management software, LanSchool
helps teachers connect with students to create more meaningful online
experiences, both in the classroom and remotely.
Backed by Lenovo and building on 30 years as an edtech leader,
LanSchool helps guide learning, increase collaboration and
makes the most of class time.

30+
years

“

75
countries

12M
customers

15
languages

“

We have been using LanSchool for a number of years now and
absolutely love it. It has proven to be an invaluable tool for teachers
to monitor and assist pupils whilst in IT rooms. From a technical
point of view, it’s been so easy to deploy and manage.
Colin Dean, Network Manager Ferndown Upper School, Dorset, UK

info@its-group.com

+44(0)20 8869 1950

www.its-group.com

ANNOUNCING THE WINNERS OF THE

2021
TEACH EARLY YEARS
AWARDS

In Association With
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THE WINNERS

CATEGORY FINALISTS

EARLY EXPLORATION

TEN LITTLE DOGS
(Scallywag Press)
NUMICON FIRM FOUNDATIONS
REVISED EDITION
(Oxford University Press)
TICKIT RAINBOW GLITTER SHAPES
(Commotion Ltd)
FUNTABLE INTERACTIVE TABLE
(Elementary Technology)

TICKIT SENSORY MOOD
DISCOVERY TABLE AND WOODEN
DISCOVERY DIVIDERS
(Commotion Ltd)

The TickiT Sensory Mood Discovery Table offers an enticing
area for learning through play and sensory exploration. The
sturdy but lightweight table is suitable for use indoors or
outside, for both individual focus work and collaborative play.
The soft light can be adjusted using the remote control, and
Wooden Discovery Dividers create an instant sorting activity.
Ideal for exploring materials and small world play activities.
Visit commotion.co.uk

“The resource really supported
sensory work with the babies
at our setting – we were able to
explore shape, texture and colour.”
June O’Sullivan MBE

EYR SPIDER HOUSE
(Early Years Resources)

A perfect home for spiders, this wooden spider
web frame can be placed in any natural setting and
children can watch spiders spin intricate webs across
the frame. An accessible, eco-friendly, educational
resource. Visit earlyyearsresources.co.uk

TICKIT WOODEN
EXPLORATORY MIRROR
(Commotion Ltd)

This solid birch plywood exploratory mirror has parallel
sides to reflect images backwards and forwards to
infinity. A fantastic resource for learning about reflection
and mirror effects, to inspect interesting objects, and
for self-observation.
Visit commotion.co.uk

“This was ideal for children to use in imaginative
play, to create small world environments and
look closely at objects, particularly items that
had been foraged in the garden.”
June O’Sullivan MBE

“The Spider House is simple and has the
potential to spark engaging pedagogical
conversations with children. The price of this
resource makes it accessible for all nurseries.”
June O’Sullivan MBE
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CATEGORY FINALISTS

THE WINNERS

COMMUNICATION, LANGUAGE
& LITERACY
BUMPER BOOK OF
PHONICS FUN

FEELINGS AND EMOTIONS
SORTING BAGS
(Educational Advantage)
LITTLE WORD BOOKS
(Jolly Learning Ltd)
TICKIT RAINBOW GEL ALPHA BOATS
(Commotion Ltd)
LOOKING FOR LEARNING:
MARK MAKING
(Bloomsbury Publishing)
COLLINS EASY
LEARNING PRESCHOOL
(Collins)

(Jolly Learning Ltd)
The Bumper Book of Phonics Fun is packed with ideas
and activities designed to support the teaching of letter
sounds in a fun, multisensory way. There are two doublepage spreads for each of the 42 letter sounds, filled with
activities to inspire children as they start their journey into
reading and writing. Teachers will never run out of ideas as
children learn their letter sounds whilst investigating and
enjoying the world around them. Visit jollylearning.co.uk

“From making models to ideas for role play,
and suggestions on linked books to read, this
product will inspire you with its creative ways
to teach phonics.”
Sue Cowley

INTERACTIVE PHONICS GAMES
(Time for Phonics)

MIGHTY WRITER
(Mighty Writer Ltd)

Mighty Writer is a tactile mat system, offering a simple
and comprehensive approach that is proven to engage
children in literacy. Designed for multiple ages and
abilities, the innovative resource supports teachers to
transform children’s literacy by concentrating on the
process of sentence creation, and providing a visual and
interactive approach to learning.
Visit mightywriter.co.uk

“This is an excellent, high-quality resource,
which offers teachers an interactive toolkit
for children to use to help them build stories.”
Sue Cowley
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These engaging interactive phonics games have
been designed with children’s interests in mind
and developed with phonics specialists. Games can
be played on any device in either a whole-class
setting, or by individual pupils, offering lots
of opportunities to practise blending and segmenting
with the aim of improving the speed and accuracy
of letter and word recognition.
Visit timeforphonics.co.uk

“A fun, interactive resource
which will allow children
to practise their phonics
knowledge in phases two
to five, through a range of
different games.”
Sue Cowley

THE WINNERS

CPD

CATEGORY FINALISTS
SELF-REG: GET SET GO!
(Mine Conkbayir Consultancy)
HOW TO BECOME AN EXPERT IN EARLY
YEARS IMAGINATIVE PLAY
(Pyjama Drama)
KINDERLY LEARN
(Kinderly)
HOW TO RECOGNISE AND SUPPORT
MATHEMATICAL MASTERY IN YOUNG
CHILDREN’S PLAY
(Routledge)

AN INTRODUCTION TO EARLY
YEARS IMAGINATIVE PLAY
(Pyjama Drama)

A one-hour, interactive, online training session for
anyone working (or studying to work) with children
aged 3–5. Ideal for those who recognise the power
of children’s incredible imaginations, and want to
learn how to lead imaginative play to develop their key
skills. The session includes demonstrations, a training
booklet including music and lesson plan, and access to
ongoing support. Visit pyjamadramalearning.com

“An innovative short course,
offering practitioners an insight
into how to use drama (play)
techniques in a fun and creative
way to support the child’s
development, boost communication
and wellbeing, and build confidence and selfesteem in the practitioner.”
James Hempsall OBE

LEARNING THROUGH
MOVEMENT AND ACTIVE
PLAY IN THE EARLY YEARS
(B Inspired)
This course explores how children develop
cognitively, socially and emotionally when they
are moving and playing. It also covers how to
plan activities that will help children develop in
this area, looking at cross-curricular and holistic
ways to plan your practice. Includes the Learning
Through Movement and Play in the Early Years
book. Visit binspireduk.co.uk

FULL PAEDIATRIC FIRST AID –
BLENDED (Tigerlily Training)
This blended full paediatric first aid course combines six
hours of practical training with six hours of home eLearning.
Learners can access the interactive and user-friendly
eLearning module as often as required, while the face-toface training covers all elements of the Emergency Paediatric
Course, providing learners with the skills, knowledge and
confidence to act effectively when paediatric emergencies
arise. Visit tigerlilytraining.co.uk

“I was impressed with the wide range of topics
suitable for those working with children and
the flexibility of accessing the modules as
many times as you need.”
James Hempsall OBE

“The course is flexible
and meets the needs
of all practitioners
by offering the
options of webinar
attendance or
completing the
course in their
own time.”
James Hempsall
OBE
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THE WINNERS

CREATIVE PLAY

CATEGORY FINALISTS
LIGHT UP CAPE AND WAND SET
(Pretend to Bee)
BUMPER BOOK OF PHONICS FUN
(Jolly Learning Ltd)
TUFF TRAY PAPER PAD
(Early Years Resources)
50 FANTASTIC IDEAS FOR TUFF
TRAY MATHEMATICS
(Bloomsbury publishing)

CONSTRUCTA ROCKET
(Educational Advantage)
An innovative resource that will ignite children’s imaginations!
Whether it’s a mission to the moon or an under-water adventure,
this construction set is ideal for encouraging imaginative role play.
The pieces are easy to join together and the Consructa Rocket is
suitable for both indoor and outdoor use.
Visit educationaladvantage.co.uk

“The Constructa Rocket is an inventive
product that will inspire so many play skills.
Its open-ended nature was a real bonus.”
Emma Davis

TICKIT WOODEN
ANIMAL FRIENDS
(Commotion Ltd)
A beautifully made set of solid beechwood animals,
with simple printed features and faux leather
detailing. Children will love using these wooden
animals in their play. Perfect for encouraging
storytelling, developing descriptive language,
using fine motor skills, learning about animal life,
and exploring creativity in small world play. Visit
commotion.co.uk

HASHMAG POLYDRON
CLASS SET (Polydron)
A quirky, strong and easy-to-use addition to
Polydron’s magnetic range. The HashMag Class Set
can stand alone, or can be incorporated into the
existing magnetic Polydron family to complement
and construct new shapes and creations. Ideal for
challenging children’s creative instincts, developing
fine motor skills and exploring the construction of 2D
nets and 3D models. Visit polydron.co.uk

“This set is fantastic for exploratory play –
even adults will love getting hands-on,
testing out their own creativity!”
Emma Davis
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“They not only look fantastic
and are easily recognisable,
but they’re so tactile and
great for little hands to hold
and manipulate.”
Emma Davis
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THE WINNERS

CATEGORY FINALISTS

HAPPY & HEALTHY

TICKIT RAINBOW
WOODEN SHAPE TWISTER
(Commotion Ltd)
EYR BUILD AND BALANCE KIT
(Early Years Resources)
50 FANTASTIC IDEAS FOR
GETTING CHILDREN ACTIVE
(Bloomsbury Publishing)
LADYBIRD AND BEE
SPACE HOPPERS
(Eco Camping and Leisure)

CONSTRUCTA ROCKET
(Educational Advantage)
Blast off into space with this stunning construction
set. Children can build rockets, space shuttles, tents,
wishing wells, or whatever they dream up! Includes
a visual guide for inspiration as to how you can bring
the set to life in your setting. The Constructa Rocket
is durable, easy to put together and suitable for use
both indoors and outside.
Visit educationaladvantage.co.uk

“The Constructa Rocket is sure to appeal
to adults and children alike, with its simple
design and endless potential for play.”
Jonny Keen

MINI MOVERS
(B Inspired)

SAY GOODBYE... SAY HELLO
BY CORI DOERRFELD
(Scallywag Press)
Change and
transitions are
hard, but this
gentle story by
Cori Doerrfeld
demonstrates
how a difficult
experience can
open the door
for another more
positive one
to begin. With
a soft art style
and sensitive
storytelling,
the book gives
permission to acknowledge that things are difficult
at times, but encourages people to look for the wonder
that new beginnings can bring.
Visit scallywagpress.com

“The book has a simple yet engaging
style, with minimal text and rich,
beautiful illustrations.”
Jonny Keen
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Teachers, early years practitioners and parents/
carers alike can access this online resource providing
high-quality activity ideas, tips and tools to help
children learn, develop and keep active. Includes yogabased activities, early years movement skills, indoor
and outdoor activities, ABC’S (Agility, Balance,
Coordination, Spatial Awareness), maths, language, and
social and emotional development.
Visit binspireduk.co.uk

“Early years practitioners
are always looking for new
and original ways to keep
children healthy and happy.
B Inspired’s Mini Movers set
offers a true treasure trove of
resources and activities to keep kids moving!”
Jonny Keen

THE WINNERS

CATEGORY FINALISTS
TEN LITTLE DOGS
(Scallywag Press)
WHICH FOOD WILL YOU CHOOSE?
(Bloomsbury Publishing)
WE PLANTED A PUMPKIN
(Scallywag Press)
WHEN A DRAGON MEETS A BABY
(Nosy Crow)
SOMEWHERE
(Nosy Crow)

PICTURE BOOKS
ONE FOX BY KATE READ
(Two Hoots)
One Fox is a stunning counting book and farmyard adventure. One
famished fox with two sly eyes is on the prowl... three plump hens
had better watch out! Rich, close-up illustrations take the reader
to the heart of the drama in this exciting story set in a moonlit
farmyard. With something different to count in every picture,
learning numbers from one to 10 has never been so much fun, while
the story will keep everyone gripped to the last page.
Visit panmacmillan.com

“This is so much more than a counting book.
The content encourages children to predict
what might happen next, but also to explore
some of their thoughts and emotions about
things they might find ‘scary’.”
Alistair Bryce-Clegg

WHERE IS THE DRAGON?
BY LEO TIMMERS
(Gecko Press)
In this delightful
picture book, three
knights go looking
in the dark for a
dragon. The king
won’t sleep until
they find it. With
only one candle,
they go out into
the night. Is that
a dragon? Attack!
The story plays with silhouettes and that fear of
what might be lurking in the dark: whether it turns
out to be carrots or a dragon! Intricately detailed
illustrations and joyful rhyming text combine to
create a spirited take on mistaken dragon identity.
Visit geckopress.com

“Leo Timmers gives the reader so many
different concepts to explore: invitations
to experience maths, think about science,
predict outcomes and express feelings.
The list goes on...”
Alistair Bryce-Clegg

THE ROLLER COASTER RIDE
BY DAVID BROADBENT
(Child’s Play International Ltd)

Vincent and
Grandma are on
their way to the
beach. As they
get nearer to
their destination,
Vincent’s
excitement
grows as he
imagines
riding on the
roller coaster
and other
attractions!
Will the day out
meet his expectations? This inclusive picture book
builds anticipation and encourages readers to share
ideas about what will happen next.
Visit childs-play.com

“This is a great story that will really help
adults to support children in exploring their
feelings around disappointment and help
them to develop a sense of resilience.”
Alistair Bryce-Clegg
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ANNOUNCING THE WINNERS OF THE

2021
TEACH PRIMARY
AWARDS

In Association With
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WINNERS
A PPS

SumDog
SUMDOG

Sumdog provides 27 high-quality, highly engaging online
maths games for children aged 5-14, with real-time
feedback via algorithm-driven, tailored practice for
each pupil, and clear and genuinely useful reporting
for teachers, and parents. Sumdog has been proven to
improve results by successfully identifying knowledge gaps
through assessments and then tailoring fun and engaging
practice-based games to each pupil. As children play
Sumdog, the questions adapt to their own level, providing
a personalised learning experience for each individual.
Pupils move through their own learning journey cycle, with
topics marked as ‘mastered’ once they’ve achieved a rolling
accuracy of 80%. Visit sumdog.com

This app is a lot of fun. Having played with my children, we
have loved exploring the different games and activities. It is a
tool I would love to use in class and can see how 10–15 minutes a
day could have a real positive impact on children’s outcomes.
LEE PARKINSON, AKA MR P

National Online Safety
NATIONAL ONLINE
SAFETY APP

National Online Safety is a
multi-award-winning supplier
of remote, expert-led CPD and
resources, empowering schools
to achieve high standards of
online safeguarding. Available
on Apple and Android devices,
the app incorporates a portfolio of approximately
300 training courses, webinars, explainer videos and
online safety guides, in a format designed for tablets
and smartphones. Compiled by sector experts, these
resources are responsive to the latest online trends and
changes in government guidance.
Visit nationalonlinesafety.com

NetSupport
REALLYSCHOOL
ReallySchool is an
app co-produced with
primary teachers to
support them as they
meet the requirement
to capture, assess and
record their pupils’
learning experiences.
It streamlines the process, allowing them to take
photos, videos and audio recordings of skills
acquisition via a tablet, carry out observations and
allocate assessments against in-built curriculum
objectives as they go. Visit reallyschool.com

Category finalists
From building staff’s confidence and
knowledge, to providing interesting, relevant
and engaging lessons for students, this
resource is a fantastic way to support schools
with online safety.
LEE PARKINSON, AKA MR P

BLIPPIT

Blippit Boards – blippitboards.com

DOODLELEARNING

DoodleEnglish – doodlelearning.com

INEQE SAFEGUARDING GROUP
Safer Schools App – oursaferschools.co.uk

THE NATIONAL COLLEGE

National College App – info.thenationalcollege.co.uk
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WINNERS
M ATHS

Bloomsbury Education
100 IDEAS FOR PRIMARY TEACHERS

Offering 100 fun, practical ideas for teaching primary maths,
this is the perfect resource for teachers looking for creative
ways to vary their practice. The activities cover the entire
maths National Curriculum for KS 1 and 2, from number
and place value to fractions, measurement, geometry and
algebra. The ideas are rooted in a mastery approach and are
designed to support both struggling and able learners, but
they can easily be embedded into any teaching method and
work brilliantly in all classrooms.
Visit bloomsbury.com/uk/100-ideas-for-primaryteachers-maths-9781472984470/

This is a handy, pocket-sized little book. Although small, it is packed full
of ideas which teachers can dip into when needing activities or inspiration.
The book has something to offer all areas in the English mathematics
curriculum. The activities are flexible enough to be adapted to any age
or stage and can be embedded into any existing scheme of work.
MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATION

Mirodo
Education
MIRODO

Mirodo is used by
teachers and pupils to support intervention
and fill in gaps for English and maths. Teachers can
set differentiated formative tasks efficiently and all
questions are instantly marked, providing real-time
insights by reviewing pupil responses and addresses
misconceptions on a pupil and class level.
Through unique algorithms and video lessons, individual
gaps in understanding are identified and filled using a
personalised, adaptive learning approach.
Visit mirodoeducation.com

The main strength of this platform is its
videos. These are clear and engaging, with
worked examples and a useful summary.
It is both teacher- and child-friendly
and although it is aesthetically pleasing,
does not distract from the mathematical
understanding.
MATHEMATICAL ASSOCIATION
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Learning Resources
MATHLINK® CUBES
NUMBERBLOCKS 1–10
ACTIVITY SET

The MathLink Cubes® Numberblocks 1-10 Activity
Set brings maths learning to life in the classroom as
children use special-edition MathLink Cubes to build
the Numberblocks one to 10 in all the ways seen in the
episodes. Using this practical resource when teaching
brings a new dimension to exploring the characters
and is a fun way to help children master early maths
skills. Visit learningresources.co.uk/our-brands/
numberblocks

Category finalists
C4K EDUCATION LTD
SATs Boot Camp – yearsix.co.uk

CLASSROOM SECRETS

Maths Recovery Lessons – classroomsecrets.co.uk

PEARSON

Maths Flex
pearsonschoolsandfecolleges.co.uk

DOODLELEARNING

DoodleMaths – doodlelearning.com

FISHER EDUCATIONAL LTD
10 Ticks Mathematics Websites –10ticks.co.uk

WINNERS
C PD

Challenging Education
THINKING DIFFERENTLY
FOR DISADVANTAGED LEARNERS

Thinking Differently for Disadvantaged Learners is an
online Professional Learning Programme (PLP) based
around six recorded training modules and available to all
staff to access at their convenience and/or to be integrated
into the whole school professional development plan.
Sessions have been recorded by expert trainers (and
experienced school leaders) who have a wealth of knowledge
on leadership and teaching of disadvantaged youngsters
built up over more than six years of supporting schools
across all phases in Raising the Attainment of Disadvantaged
Youngsters (RADY). Visit challengingeducation.co.uk

In the current context when we know the disadvantage gap has
widened as a result of the pandemic and partial school closures, this
comprehensive virtual learning programme has huge potential for positive
impact through developing the thinking of staff at a variety of levels, as well as governors.
TEACHER DEVELOPMENT TRUST

The Geographical
Association
PRIMARY GEOGRAPHY
CPD PACKS 1-5

The Geographical Association’s
(GA) CPD packs are designed
for teachers to use in school
with their colleagues. Each
pack contains a range of practical
activities that are flexible to suit your
context, the amount of time that you have
available and can be customised to suit
your school’s needs. The packs meet the
2016 Teaching Standards for professional development,
and each title contains an overview document with
evidence-based CPD activities for 15 minutes, one hour
or half a day and a link to a downloadable resource folder.
Visit geography.org.uk

These innovative packs from the GA make it
easy for busy primary teachers to engage
with high-quality subject-specific CPD.
The resources are grounded in evidence, with
references provided for teachers to explore the
research base in more depth if they wish.
TEACHER DEVELOPMENT TRUST

Dyslexia
Action
Training

THE EMOTIONALLY CONNECTED
CLASSROOM (LEVEL 5)
This short course provides an overview of the
importance of building relationships and meaningful
connections as an aspect of SEMH. It explores the
impact of emotions on the thinking brain and its
implications for learning. Participants will be able to
look at key elements of current research and practice
in mentalisation theory as well as emotional coaching.
Visit dyslexiaaction.org.uk

Category finalists
CRITICAL PUBLISHING

Equitable Education – criticalpublishing.com

TT EDUCATION

School CPD Library – tteducation.co.uk

CORNERSTONES EDUCATION

Curriculum Maestro – cornerstoneseducation.co.uk

BRITISH SIGN LIMITED

Introducing British Sign Language – british-sign.co.uk

THE NATIONAL COLLEGE

The National College Webinar Programme – thenationalcollege.co.uk
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WINNERS
E N GL IS H

Centre for Literacy
in Primary
Education (CLPE)

Stevan Borthwi
ck

CLPE’s School Membership gives primary schools
whole-school access to a range of professional teaching
resources, enabling them to build a high-quality
book-based English curriculum. It provides ideas,
inspiration and structure for the curriculum, to raise
literacy standards and develop a love of reading and
writing throughout the school. Each year our team
of teachers (who have all held senior leader posts in
primary schools) produce new and regularly updated
current teaching sequences appropriate for Early Years
to Key Stage 2, to match statutory requirements.
Visit clpe.org.uk/membership

Stevan Borthwick

CLPE SCHOOL MEMBERSHIP

We were extremely impressed by the innovative, flexible and holistic
nature of this resource. We all agreed that it would have a significant
impact on learning and supports teachers’ understanding and practice.
UK LITERACY ASSOCIATION

The Literacy Company
PATHWAYS LITERACY

Pathways Literacy is a unique portfolio of programmes
to support the teaching of reading and writing from
EYFS to Y6. All programmes have been written as
mastery models with year group skills coherently
sequenced across each academic year. Each programme
focuses on a finite number of skills that are built upon
progressively throughout the year, allowing pupils to
build confidence so that each skill can be mastered.
This methodology sets the Pathways Literacy portfolio
of programmes apart from other products available
to schools. Visit theliteracycompany.co.uk/
pathways-literacy

Pathways contains
a large amount of
original planning,
including
home learning
opportunities, and
the learning is
clearly sequenced.
UK LITERACY ASSOCIATION

The Training
Space
THE SPELLING BOOK

Based on bestselling author and
leading educational expert Jane
Considine’s unique, tried and
tested principles, The Spelling Book
is a carefully crafted series of five
age-specific editions. Each has a full year’s spelling system
for primary school children, aged 6–11, bringing magic into
teaching spelling and revealing its powerful impact. Visit
thetrainingspace.co.uk/product/the-spelling-book

Category finalists
JOLLY LEARNING LTD
Jolly Plays – jollylearning.co.uk

GRAMMARSAURUS LTD
The Ultimate Guide to Teaching Non-Fiction Writing, SPaG
grammarsaurus.co.uk

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
Oxford Reading Tree Word Sparks
global.oup.com

SCHOFIELD AND SIMS

Complete Comprehension – schofieldandsims.co.uk

COLLINS

Shinoy and the Chaos Crew
collins.co.uk
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A unique portfolio
of six outstanding
programmes to
support with the
teaching of
reading and
writing from
EYFS to Y6

For a sample pack or a FREE trial unit, please
email: online@theliteracycompany.co.uk
Our Pathways Literacy programmes can all be
used independently of each other but are linked
by themes and the Pathways Literacy
methodology making them ideal for a whole
school mastery approach to literacy.
To ﬁnd our more please visit:

www.theliteracycompany.co.uk

WINNERS
FO UN DATIO N

2Simple

PURPLE MASH
Purple Mash is an award-winning, cross-curricular website
for primary school children, enabling them to explore
and enhance their knowledge in a fun and creative way. It
hosts an exciting mash-up of curriculum-focused activities,
creative tools, programmes and games to support and inspire
creative learning every day. From poems to newspapers,
masks and 3D models, animations and textured paintings.
Purple Mash is fully linked to the National Curriculum and
engages children with maths, spelling and grammar games
as well as hundreds of themed writing projects, from coding
to spreadsheets and game design to blogging, plus everything
in between. Visit 2simple.com/purple-mash

The extensive range of tools, applications, games and programmes
create a creative experience bringing learning to life. The dashboard
feature personalises learning preferences, needs and interests to
ensure each pupil is challenged and supported in each curriculum area
and can truly reach and exceed their potential.
ST JOHN’S C OF E

Oddizzi
ODDIZZI

Highly Sprung Performance
READY BOX-SET GO

Oddizzi is the only online
product dedicated to
providing high-quality
primary geography
resources. It aims to
inspire children with a deep and
lifelong love of the subject, and help specialist and
non-specialist teachers deliver high-quality lessons. The
website grew out of the founder’s frustration at a lack of
resources for non-specialist primary teachers. Oddizzi’s
original learning content is produced by teachers, travel
writers, geographers and children, and is regularly
updated. Visit oddizzi.com

The world really comes to life with
this action packed, high-quality and
inspirational resource for pupils of all
ages. Oddizzi grants the opportunity for
pupils to step outside of their classroom and
experience the world at their fingertips,
creating global citizens and broadening
the horizons for young learners.

Ready Box-Set Go is an innovative
teaching resource, with three
tailored options for primary
schools that explore a range of
engaging themes and curriculum
subjects. It has been developed by
award-winning physical theatre
company Highly Sprung, who have delivered inspiring
workshops and programmes for schools for the last 20 years.
Visit readyboxsetgo.myportfolio.com

Category finalists
SPIDERWEB MUSICALS

The Amazing NHS and the Aliens from A&E
spiderwebmusicals.co.uk

EDUSENTIALS LTD

Occupations Placement Carpet – edusentials.co.uk

PLANBEE

The Zulu Kingdom History Scheme of Work – planbee.com

ILANGUAGES LTD

Primary KS2 Scheme of Work – ilanguages.co.uk

KAPOW PRIMARY

Computing Scheme of Work – kapowprimary.com

ST JOHN’S C OF E
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WINNERS
F RE E

Authorfy
AUTHORFY

Authorfy is a multi-awarding winning website that introduces
children to new books and brings them closer to their favourite
authors. They are most known for their Author Masterclasses,
which include videos of authors talking about
their book, plus classroom resources and creative
writing challenges. The website boasts over 100
masterclasses and features bestselling authors
such as Michael Morpurgo, Michael Rosen,
Katherine Rundell and Anthony Horowitz.
All resources on the website are free and the site
has gained more than 30,000 subscribers since
September 2019. Visit authorfy.com

Authorfy gives teaching staff and children access to authors/
illustrators and high-quality texts. The website supports
the Reading for Pleasure agenda in that it helps to bring a
wide variety of texts alive, engaging to all and fun. I will be
recommending this to English leads to take a look and share.
WOODLAND ACADEMY TRUST

Educational
Recording Agency
NATURAL CURRICULUM

Based on England’s National Curriculum, and
developed with the
Educational Recording
Agency (ERA), the Natural
Curriculum provides
high-quality, ready-to-use
grammar lessons centred on
captivating clips from the BBC’s natural history
archives. With differentiated whiteboard activities,
high-quality sentence models, vocabulary Word Walls
and plenty of opportunities for children to apply
their grammar skills, this free progamme of learning
provides everything a teacher needs for delivering the
grammar and punctuation aspects of the Key Stage 2
English curriculum. Visit naturalcurriculum.co.uk

Cross-curricular plans allow children
to develop their literacy/grammar skills
whilse learning or reinforcing some of
their wider curriculum knowledge.
WOODLAND ACADEMY TRUST

B Squared
Ltd
THE SENDCAST

The SENDCast allows
SENCOs, teachers or
anyone working or living
with children with SEND
to access a free weekly
podcast, discussing topics such as verbal reasoning,
mental health, healing the trauma of Covid-19. As the
podcast is weekly, we can react to current issues so
that the information will help real-time situations.
Visit thesendcast.com

Category finalists
PDSA

PetWise Award – pdsa.org.uk

SHAKESPEARE BIRTHPLACE TRUST
Boils, Plagues, Sores and Embossed Carbunkles
shakespeareweek.org.uk

COLLINS EDUCATION

Primary Wellbeing Pack – collins.co.uk

INEQE SAFEGUARDING GROUP

Teach Hub & Home Learning Hub – oursaferschools.co.uk

NATIONAL ONLINE SAFETY

WakeUpWednesday Online Safety Guides – nationalonlinesafety.com
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WINNERS
STE M

Millgate House
Education

SUPERHERO SCIENTISTS

An engaging and inspiring book about a
range of diverse STEM scientists. What sets
this book apart is its originality. It really
brings the scientists to the fore, to explain
their journey, their jobs and to encourage
an awareness of a range of careers in the world of STEM.

PRIMARY SCIENCE TEACHING TRUST (PSTT)

Launchpad Publishing
WHIZZ POP BANG SCIENCE
AND DOWNLOADABLE
TEACHING RESOURCES

Whizz Pop Bang is an award-winning, gender neutral
monthly science magazine for children aged 6–12.
Each issue is bursting with science news, facts,
features, activities, interviews with inspirational
scientists, jokes, puzzles and science fun! There
are also experiments that can be done in primary
classrooms using only simple materials that schools
either already have or can obtain easily and cheaply.
Visit whizzpopbang.com/teaching-resources

Superhero Scientists is a great text for
a 7–11-year-old to read independently
or with an adult. The book helps
children to learn about the many
scientific professions in the world and
the discoveries that these incredible
people have made. The text in each
chapter is laid out in manageable
chunks to make the information
accessible. Photos and illustrations
help to bring the stories to life and
empower children to believe that
anyone can follow a career in STEM.
You will find representation from
different genders, sexualities, faiths,
race and ethnicities, and abilities and
disabilities. Visit millgatehouse.
co.uk/product/superheroscientists

Bloomsbury
Publishing

UTTERLY JARVELLOUS

With 50 fun, accessible and sustainable lesson ideas covering
the entire KS 2 National Curriculum for science, this book
will inspire teachers and engage children of all abilities. The
whole class will be mesmerised by experiments to simulate
a solar eclipse, build a wormery, make a lava lamp and watch
a volcano erupt – all in a jar. Visit bloomsbury.com/uk/
utterly-jarvellous-9781472984838

Category finalists
ASSOCIATED EDUCATION TECHNOLOGIES
ConquerComputing.com – conquercomputing.com

AS CREATIVES CONNECT

Extraordinary Worlds – ascreativesconnect.com

LEGO EDUCATION

LEGO® Education BricQ Motion
education.lego.com/en-gb

The resources are bright, colourful, engaging
and interesting and relate to the National
Curriculum and the Scottish CfE.
PSTT

MET OFFICE

Exploring Extreme Weather
metoffice.gov.uk

ROYAL SOCIETY OF CHEMISTRY
Steps into Science – edu.rsc.org
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WINNERS
RE M O TE

Royal Opera House
CREATE AND LEARN SERIES

The ROH’s Create and Learn Series offers practical
training for KS1 to KS5 school teachers across the
country. Digital resources are free to access via the
ROH Learning Platform, giving teachers the option
of two- lesson (Taster), five-lesson (Explorer) and
ten-lesson (Immersive) schemes of work.
These include introductory films that inspire and
entertain students, reinforcing the activities and
concepts they encounter in the lessons.
Schools can use the programmes to support their
ArtsMark journey, and Arts Award Explore or
Discover resources are also available. Visit learning-platform.roh.org.uk

A truly unique and outstanding resource for teachers who
are committed to broadening horizons in their classrooms.
They really have thought of everything.
REACH ACADEMY

Young Money
MONEY
HEROES

Money Heroes,
supported by HSBC
UK, aims to improve
financial capabilities
of one million children
aged 3–11 over three
years. The programme
has been designed to
enable a collaborative, child-centred approach to
teaching financial education, both at home and in
the classroom. All resources and activities meet the
Financial Education Quality Mark and have been
split out into learning outcomes and themes from
the Young Money Financial Education Primary
Planning Framework. Visit moneyheroes.org.uk

Money Heroes provides a wonderfully
engaging, varied and comprehensive set
of resources which will support teachers
to teach pupils of all ages how to handle
money responsibly. REACH ACADEMY

Renaissance
MYON

myON is a
student-centred,
personalised literacy
platform that offers
every student
unlimited access
to an enhanced
digital library
with up to 7,000
books. Thanks to
Star Reading integration, myON provides a full remote
learning experience by matching students with the right
book at the right reading level, based on their interests.
Visit renlearn.co.uk/products/myon-by-renaissance

Category finalists
CANOPY EDUCATION CIC
Workplace Skills – canopy.education

UK PARLIAMENT

360° tour of UK Parliament – learning.parliament.uk

SATCHEL

Satchel One – teamsatchel.com

MAKE IT PLAIN

Kinteract – kinteract.co.uk
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WINNERS
W E L L BE IN G

Teachappy Ltd
SEEDS OF HAPPINESS

The Seeds of Happiness is a fun and
engaging course introducing primary
aged children to positive psychology
(the science of happiness) over seven
lessons. Children will learn more about
what contributes to wellbeing and how
they can positively impact their own

happiness levels, and those of the people
around them, by the actions they take.
Each lesson contains ‘missions’ for the
children and teacher to carry out, where
they take practical steps to improve their
wellbeing. Visit courses.teachappy.
co.uk/courses/seeds-of-happiness

What really stands this
apart is the holistic
nature of this resource
– train the teacher in
the ‘science of happiness’
with well structured,
research-based
information. What we
especially liked – and
gave this resource an
edge – was that it would
also benefit the teacher
by educating them in
their mental health and
wellbeing.
CARNEGIE SCHOOL
OF EDUCATION

2Simple

RSPB

WILD
CHALLENGE
AWARD

Wild Challenge
award provides
teachers an excellent
framework to build learning through
nature into their curriculums. It’s flexible enough
to be delivered in all four countries in the UK with
all downloadable resources available bilingually,
but most importantly, it is designed by teachers for
teachers with research into children’s connection
to nature at its heart. It allows children to not only
get closer to nature but learn how they can be
empowered through a sense of agency to see positive
change for nature through their actions.
Visit rspb.org.uk/schoolswildchallenge

While aimed at primary children,
we were impressed that this resource
considered the early years age phase
too, which is often overlooked.
CARNEGIE SCHOOL
OF EDUCATION

STRIVER

Striver is a
complete PE
scheme of work
that not only
focuses on the physical health of pupils but also their
mental health, with dedicated wellbeing units. Designed
by a team of three practicing PE specialists who each have
over 10 years’ experience, Striver contains step-by-step
lessons, enabling every teacher, from the non-specialist
to the more experienced member of staff, to run engaging
PE classes spanning a broad range of different sports and
activities. Visit 2simple.com/wellbeing/striver/

Category finalists
LEARNING RESOURCES®

Big Feelings Pineapple™ – learningresources.co.uk

IMOVES ACTIVE EDUCATION LTD
imoves active school+ – imoves.com

HODDER EDUCATION

eduu.school – hoddereducation.co.uk

THE WHOLE OF ME

Online wellbeing resources for teachers – thewholeofme.com

AMAZING PEOPLE SCHOOLS

Amazing People Schools – amazingpeopleschools.com
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WINNERS
SEN

Speech and
Language Link
INFANT LANGUAGE LINK
Infant Language Link is used to identify
and support children aged 4–8 with speech,
language and communication needs (SLCN).
School staff use our specialist service,
online package with over 120,000 children
each year, in over 4,000 schools in the UK
and internationally. Infant Language Link
is the only package with a standardised
assessment, tailored interventions and
printable resources, all designed by speech
and language therapists (SaLTs) and
specialist teachers.
Visit speechandlanguage.info/infant

The package provides very informative videos for staff which
explain the impact of language delay across the curriculum, together with
regular free webinar training sessions that support schools to develop
a comprehensive and practical understanding of SLCN.
SSAT SCHOOLS NETWORK

Crick software

Lexplore Analytics

Clicker is an innovative
reading and writing support
tool that is designed to help
children of all abilities achieve
rapid and permanent gains in
their literacy skills.
The extensive scaffolding it
offers to emergent, developing and struggling readers and
writers really sets Clicker apart, and it enables teachers to
layer various scaffolds as needed for each child. In addition
to the core word processor, teachers can utilise the word
prediction and speech feedback, and access thousands of free
differentiated curriculum resources via LearningGrids to
provide the right level of support for each child, quickly and
easily. Visit cricksoft.com/uk/clicker

Lexplore offers schools an innovative
method of assessing reading using AI
and eye-tracking technology that gives
teachers an entirely new insight into
literacy, helping to pinpoint reading
and visual difficulties. The five-minute online reading
assessment assesses both ‘out loud’ and ‘silent’ reading
as well as comprehension, giving a full and thorough
analysis into an individual child’s reading.
Visit lexplore.com/gb/

CLICKER 8

This new version of Clicker includes analytics
which enables teachers to review how pupils have
accessed scaffolds and completed a task and to
further tailor support in the future. Clicker can be
used on a range of platforms including Windows/
Mac and Clicker writer on iPad/Chromebook, thus
making it a versatile classroom tool.
SSAT SCHOOLS NETWORK

AI ASSESSMENT AND
RESOURCES

Category finalists
INTERNATIONAL DYSLEXIA LEARNING SOLUTIONS LTD
IDL Literacy – idlsgroup.com/literacy

HUE

HUE Animation Studio – huehd.com

BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING
The Inclusive Classroom – bloomsbury.com

INEQE SAFEGUARDING GROUP
SEN Online Safety Resources – ineqe.com

READING REVIVAL LTD

Reading Revival Toolkit 1 – readingrevival.com
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WHAT WERE WE
LOOKING FOR?

WINNERS

CURRICUILMUPMACT

Resources that will change the way a particular
subject is taught and/or boost students’
progress in that subject

NEW
WHITE ROSE MATHS
(Collins)
collins.co.uk
“The DfE recently published research showing that
following the coronavirus pandemic, primary aged
pupils have experienced a learning loss of between
3.1 and 3.6 months in maths. This series of books
helps to address that, while supporting children
with their transitions from KS2. The books are
available as hardcopies or digitally, so they can be
used flexibly by classroom teachers. Interleaving is
used to support students and help them see how
different topics are interconnected, helping them
with their long-term learning.” J Kettlewell

OXFORD REVISE: AQA
GCSE SCIENCES
Oxford University Press
global.oup.com
“This series of revision guides is deliberately planned
in stages to increase students’ confidence and
motivation for studying, in a way that will help them
become more effective learners. The guides have
been developed based on evidence derived from
cognitive science approaches in the classroom,
and effectively combine retrieval and interleaved
questions with answers.” J Kettlewell

DYNAMO 11-14 FRENCH
(Pearson)
pearsonschoolsandfecolleges.co.uk
“This language resource is highly engaging, with lots
of interactive activities. Teachers can be flexible in
how they use Dynamo, deciding for themselves which
activities they wish to make use of in the classroom
and which – depending on students’ IT access at
home – they would prefer to set as independent
homework tasks.” J Kettlewell
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WINNERS

SEND

WHAT WERE WE
LOOKING FOR?

Physical and electronic resources designed to support students
with additional needs and make schools more inclusive

READ WRITE INC.
FRESH START FAST
TRACK TUTORING
(Oxford University Press)

“This resource ensures that non-specialists
working to improve the literacy skills of the
many learners still struggling at secondary
transfer have the capability to use a
tightly structured literacy programme with
individuals and small groups of learners. The
training is cost effective with clear guidance,
and could be followed flexibly at trainees’
own pace.” J Galloway

CLAROREAD PLUS
(ClaroRead Plus)
clarosoftware.com

“A Swiss Army knife of edtech tools for dyslexic
learners and others with literacy challenges, such
as EAL. It’s a resource focused on individual users,
enabling them to select the functions they need
as and when they’re needed, thus increasing
independence and confidence. This flexibility allows
for a range of uses, depending on each learner’s
needs and the stage they’re at in their school career.”
J Galloway

INTRODUCING BRITISH
SIGN LANGUAGE
(British Sign Language)
british-sign.co.uk

“An innovative resource for those who need to
grasp the fundamentals of BSL. This online course
features many useful tools, and is clearly laid out
and consistent in its approach. The pricing structure
makes it available to anyone, and it also includes
a number of functions, such as a ‘Fingerspelling
Animation Maker’ that can provide users with ongoing
tools and support.” J Galloway
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WINNERS

REMOTE ING
LEARN

WHAT WERE WE
LOOKING FOR?

Guidance materials, online platforms, software and similar
resources that can support a school's ability to offer a
robust and sustainable remote learning provision

EDUU.SCHOOL
(Hodder Education)
hoddereducation.co.uk/eduuschool
“EduuSchool is a platform that boasts
everything a teacher at the virtual chalkface
needs. The simplicity of its design, combined
with the overall power of the platform
empowers teachers and ensures that
students can be quickly engaged. The
quality of the thematic content is second to
none, while its integration of mental health
and wellbeing features shows that Hodder
is fully aware of what’s important when
teaching at distance.” A Riches

SATCHEL ONE
(Satchel)
teamsatchel.com
“Satchel One has been a pivotal platform for many
schools overseeing distance learning, and has
proved its resilience and versatility. The platform
allows teachers to quickly and effectively access
and disseminate information on learners, as well as
set work to be done via a pupil-friendly interface.
Satchel One is also fully translatable and usable
within the context of a traditional classroom
setting, and/or as part of a school’s blended
learning provision.” A Riches

DELEDAO
(Deledao Education)
deledao.com

“Keeping
learners safe
online is a
difficult job
– especially
when they’re
not on the
school’s
network.
Deledao is an
application
that uses
advanced
AI to ensure
learners are
kept safe while
exploring the
internet, and
can provide
umbrella
support and protection across numerous devices,
stopping any malicious content in the browser.
Deledao goes beyond simplistic databases, working
intelligently to ensure that students’ learning and
ability to access content isn’t disrupted by heavyhanded, blanket restrictions.” A Riches
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WINNERS

D
HEALTH ALN
WEL BEING

WHAT WERE WE
LOOKING FOR?

RSE teaching materials, safeguarding solutions,
guidebooks and other forms of resources that
can supplement a school's provision of mental
health and wellbeing support.

HEALTHY ONLINE
RELATIONSHIPS
(Ineqe Safeguarding Group)
ineqe.com
“An excellent resource that adopts a modern,
highly interactive approach to educate young
people about a difficult subject. Healthy Online
Relationships presents users with narrated videos,
visual scenarios, quizzes and other resources that
cover the areas of law, social media, respect and key
themes that children can relate to, both online and
in person.” A M Christian

YOUR CHOICE FOR
KEY STAGE 4
(Collins)
collins.co.uk

“A comprehensive book that covers units relating
to modern life and RSHE modules. Simple, yet
effective, it gives teachers a straightforward way of
starting what can often be awkward conversations
with pupils. Learning objectives are clearly laid out,
with accompanying resources and key vocabulary in
each module supporting consistency with themes in
learning.” A M Christian

MIND MECHANICS
FOR TEENS AND
YOUNG ADULTS

(Sarah Rawsthorn, Jessica Kingsley
Publishers)
uk.jkp.com
“This book
ably supports
professionals in
understanding
the complex
area of mental
health and
wellbeing.
As well as
containing
a series of
exercises,
workshop
plans,
activities
and resources
for assisting young people in promoting their
own wellbeing, it also includes informative
explanations of neuroscientific processes active
in teenagers and young adults, allowing readers
to feel more confident in understanding the
subject.” A M Christian
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IOP DOMAINS –
online physics teaching CPD
Whatever your subject background, whatever age groups you teach and whatever
your teaching experience, our award-winning CPD will support you to teach
physics. It’s free to access and we oﬀer:
• A comprehensive set of online videos to watch when it suits you –
“It’s good to see how
we work across the secondary physics curriculum at all stages
other teachers work and
(11-14, 14-16, post-16)
a great opportunity to
• Live online workshops and seminars which build on the videos and
learn new things.” –
where you can ask questions and meet others teaching physics.
Ema, Returning teacher
Watch as many videos and join as many online sessions as you like.
All our CPD is provided by expert teacher coaches who are
experienced in both classroom teaching and supporting teachers of
physics. The programme is free of cost to teachers
and technicians.

“I found the pre-course
videos really helpful.” –
Raji, Trainee teacher

Visit iop.org/domains to ﬁnd out more and to book sessions.

WINNERS

CPD

WHAT WERE WE
LOOKING FOR?

Training materials, software, books and other resources intended
to enhance teachers’ professional development

INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS
iop.org
“Created by the Institute of Physics, IOP Domains
is an online resource that supports the teaching of
physics across the full secondary age range. This
is an impressively-featured, free resource that can
build confidence, teacher expertise and knowledge,
particularly among non-specialist teachers who may
not have studied physics at degree level. The website
is well-organised and easy to use, supporting both
individual CPD and the ability for departments to
learn together.” N Brooks

TEEN TIPS
(Teen Tips Ltd)
teentips.co.uk
“Teen Tips is an online training module that
can be used on-demand by individual staff or
accessed collaboratively. It focuses on mental
health and wellbeing, and is endorsed by the
Inclusive Education Department at the University
of Brighton. This is an ideal resource for developing
staff confidence and skills in supporting learners’
social and emotional needs. It’s accredited by the
CPD Standards Office, and staff receive a CPD
certificate upon completion. Teen Tips also operate
a ‘community gifting’ offer, whereby every school
that invests in the hub can gift a second account
to a maintained school in their local community.”
N Brooks

TEACHER
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
(Royal Society of Chemistry)
edu.rsc.org/teach-chemistry
“This comprehensive online resource from the
Royal Society of Chemistry helps teachers deliver
high-quality chemistry education. Covering more
than 15 topics, it can be used to develop
both chemistry subject knowledge and
pedagogical content knowledge. It’s suitable
for teachers at different stages of their career,
including ECTs and non-specialists, and provides
access to 19 free online courses. These are
well-structured, and come with accompanying
classroom resources, including practical
demonstrations, downloadable activities, common
misconceptions and quizzes.” N Brooks
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WINNER
Assessment

Redefine your curriculum through
Dynamic Progress Reporting (DPR)
• Design your own curriculum and track the progress
of learning in real-time
• Implement formative assessment: implement AFL
with powerful classroom features

“Leaders promote a
‘knowledge-led’ curriculum.
Teachers build pupils’ subject
knowledge in a systematic
way from Year 7 to Year 11.
They use effective strategies
to help pupils remember
new knowledge and use it to
solve problems. The school’s
‘dynamic progress reporting’
system assesses pupils’
learning and provides them
with feedback about the topic
they are learning.”

• Meaningful homework: track, monitor and set
purposeful homework linked to your curriculum
• Empower learning independence: upload and
share learning resources linked to your curriculum
• Feedback: collaborate and provide feedback for
improvement in real-time
• Empowers parental engagement: view/print
beautiful termly reports at anytime

“The DPR was the best life without levels
secondary assessment system I have seen
accessible to all stakeholders”
Miranda Perry,
Director of World Class Schools Quality Mark

Ofsted,
Forest Gate Community School, 2020

axle.education

|

info@axle.education

|

@dpreducation

WINNERS

ASSESSMENT

WHAT WERE WE
LOOKING FOR?

Resources and services aimed at helping teachers
check students’ understanding, improve feedback,
track progress and drive school improvement

DYNAMIC PROGRESS REPORTING
(Axle Education)
axle.education
“Axle Education’s DPR is a comprehensive assessment system and powerful
platform that schools can personalise to suit their own needs. One of its
key draws is the triangulation it formulates with its system for reporting
to parents – an important element in all pupils’ learning journeys. The rich,
personalised data provided by the system allows parents to see how their
child is performing in each of their subjects and what they need to do to
improve. This is often difficult for schools to communicate to parents and
pupils in a way that doesn’t just consist of multiple repetitive statement
banks, and is therefore a feature that makes DPR really stand out."
M Chiles

EDCLASS
(EDClass Ltd)
edclass.com
“EDClass is a platform that provides a
wealth of support for a range of education
stakeholders. Its tailor-made pathways are
an excellent feature, enabling users to create
a bespoke experience that delivers unique
benefits to them. The resources available
cover teaching and learning, safeguarding
and assessment, with the latter comprising
a 6-step process that enables pupils and
teachers to gain a clear understanding
of current knowledge and any gaps that
may need to be addressed, allowing for a
targeted approach.” M Chiles

GRADESCOPE
(Turnitin)
turnitin.com
“Gradescope is an excellent
platform that can help
reduce teacher workload around marking
and assessment. The flexibility in the type of
assessments the platform can accommodate
is a particularly welcome feature, and one that
schools will be able to apply and use in a way
that suits their particular context.” M Chiles
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WINNERS

SCHOOL SS
BUSINE

WHAT WERE WE
LOOKING FOR?

Data management systems and communication
tools (both internal and for contacting parents) that
enable schools to stay organised and responsive

IRIS ED:GEN
(IRIS Software Group)
iris.co.uk
“I absolutely loved this new
approach to the traditional
MIS, which puts teaching and
learning right at the heart of
its design. This is a new MIS
that’s built for the future, with
MAT leaders and teachers
firmly in mind. It’s a refreshing
approach that still delivers all
the backroom functionality

you’d expect from cloud-based
system designed for a modern
school, while adding extra
layers of interaction and design
elements that enable all users
– not just techies – to access,
interpret and enter data simply
and securely. An innovative and
refreshingly different product
with a lot to offer.” H Goldsmith

THE DAY
(The Day News & Media Ltd)
theday.co.uk
“The Day is a news platform for young people
that looks and feels like a national newspaper,
but with tailored and curated content that builds
strong links between education, learning and
real-life stories that young people can engage
with.” H Goldsmith

HUBMIS
(WCBS)
wcbs.co.uk
“HUBmis is a fresh and attractive MIS platform
that features great integration with other products,
meaning schools don't need to worry about
syncing data manually. It can confidently join the
ranks of the new and upcoming SIMS competitors
which the education system is crying out for.” H
Goldsmith
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WINNERS

E

FREE RESOURC

WHAT WERE WE
LOOKING FOR?

Print and electronic resources that are available to
secondary schools entirely free of charge, other than
for P&P (excluding time-limited offers)

LGBTQ VOICES

bit.ly/ba-lgbtq-voices
(British Army)

“This resource challenges percepti
ons, linking modern
day inclusion efforts with the excl
usion of the LGBTQ+
community throughout history. The
materials allow for
discussion and reflection within the
context of a selfcontained presentation, making them
well-suited to PSHE
and history lessons or assemblies.
It’s a powerful and
engaging resource, without being
overly complicated or
time consuming. The links to mod
ern day case studies
and well known historical figures
will speak to a range of
pupils, and provide a unique pers
pective that can facilitate
powerful conversations. As a form
tutor myself,
I consider this a ‘must use’ resource
.” L Watson

TALK ABOUT ALCOHOL
(The Alcohol Education Trust)
talkaboutalcohol.com

“A comprehensive set of lessons that includes
detailed lesson plans, resource suggestions and
presentations, covering key learning objectives for
both PSHE and the science curriculum. The detailed
plans allow non-specialists to cover the important
topic of alcohol, its effects and safer choices in a fun
and engaging manner, while feeling fully supported
by the Alcohol Education Trust. The lessons allow
teachers to assess knowledge and build on ideas from
KS3 to KS4.” L Watson

LEARNING THROUGH
LOGISTICS
(Talent in Logistics)
talentinlogistics.co.uk/learning-through-logistics
“This exciting resource is aimed at both parents and
teachers, and seeks to engage learners at home and at
school through problem-solving activities and games. The
included ‘Business On The Move’ board game is a fun way
to get families both playing and learning together, and
has potential for use within the classroom. The resource
also includes a range of other cross-curricular material,
spanning maths, geography, English and science, with
a focus on logistics and problem-solving via a series of
engaging activities.” L Watson
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WINNERS

APPS

WHAT WERE WE
LOOKING FOR?

Apps available from the App Store (iOS) or Google Play (Android) that
function as self-contained resources in themselves, or as a mobile
interface for a larger online platform or software package

SAFER SCHOOLS

(Ineqe Safeguarding Group)
oursaferschools.co.uk

“A very clever and useful app. The
push
notifications are really useful for keep
ing
in touch with everyone in the scho
ol
community, while its ‘What’s pop
ular
now’ feed keeps teachers, pupils and
parents up to date with real world
issues
in real time. The alerts and daily upd
ates
are extremely good, and can be upd
ated
to coincide with important tech and
safety announcements.”
A Briggs

THE NATIONAL COLLEGE
(National Education Group)
thenationalcollege.co.uk

“A smart resource that gives staff ownership of their
own CPD. The ability to filter by subject or type of CPD
is especially good. As an app, it adopts a ‘no nonsense’
approach, taking you straight in and showing you
what’s on offer straight away. It’s clear, concise and
easy to navigate.” A Briggs

NATIONAL ONLINE
SAFETY
(National Education Group)
nationalonlinesafety.com
“A great little app that allows teachers and parents to
view and filter safety information. Its search and refine
functions are easy to use, and the way updated content
is matched to what’s relevant in real time is very good.
Another added bonus are the links to certification
opportunities spanning different areas, making the app
even more appealing for school staff.” A Briggs
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WINNERS

WHAT WERE WE
LOOKING FOR?

LOGY
TECHNO
AND STEM

Hardware, software, activity kits and online services
that seek to support students' learning of science,
technology, engineering and maths

PROGRESS IN COMPUTING:
KEY STAGE 3
(Hodder Education)
hoddereducation.co.uk
“If you were to describe this resource in one word, it would be ‘comprehensive’. Well
designed, it contains everything needed to deliver the computing National Curriculum
and develop students' fundamental ICT skills. Progress in Computing: Key Stage 3
includes lesson plans, presentations, interactive resources, videos, animations, quizzes
and assessments, alongside a Student Book and a flexible 2- or 3-year scheme of work.
Available in eBook and print formats, any schools keen to inject additional rigour, structure
and pace into their computing provision, and support less confident or experienced staff,
will find much to appreciate. Fun activities, too!” A Mitchell

PYTHON IN
PIECES
(2Simple)
2simple.com
“Making the leap from block coding to text coding presents
challenges for both pupils and teachers. This cloud-based
resource provides separate interfaces for teachers and
students, both of which are intuitive and easy to navigate.
Its key feature is the ability to convert block to text code
and vice versa. Short video tutorials enable teachers to
differentiate activities and pupils to work independently.
The process of learning how to use the resource can also
provide excellent CPD for teachers wanting to move into the
teaching of computing.” A Mitchell

VEXCODE VR
(VEX Robotics)
vexrobotics.com/vexcode-vr

“Presumably developed in response to the explosion in home
learning over the past year, this is a unique coding system
for the teaching and learning of robotics. VEX Robotics
has produced an excellent eLearning platform for those
lacking access to physical robotics equipment at home.
The VEXcode VR coding system is entirely free and runs in a
web browser, giving students an easy way to write code for
a virtual robot before watching it carry out its programmed
tasks in a variety of environments.” A Mitchell
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LET’S HEAR IT FOR
THE FINALISTS

T

he standard of entries for this year’s Awards was
impressively high, with the result that a wide range of
noteworthy resources were assessed by our judges, but
fell just outside the top three winners of each category.
Here, then, are this year’s shortlisted finalists in full – all of
them worthy of congratulations for making it as far as they did,
and well worth further investigation by readers interested in
what they have to offer.

SEND

REMOTE
LEARNING

Dynamic Progress
Report – ‘Pathway S’
Provision

classroom.cloud
(NetSupport)

(Community Schools Trust)

CURRICULUM
IMPACT
Issues Online
(Independence Educational
Publishers)
independence.co.uk

ClickView
(ClickView)
clickview.co.uk

Nichola Wilkin Ltd
(Computational Thinking
Escape Room)
nicholawilkin.com

dpr.education

netsupportsoftware.com

The Anxiety
Workbook for
Supporting Teens who
Learn Differently

Lessonflix

(Clare Ward and
Jamie Galpin, Jessica
Kingsley Publishers)
uk.jkp.com

(Lessonflix)
lessonflix.com

FREE
RESOURCE
Stories from Physics

Lexplore Analytics
(Lexplore Analytics)

(Institute of Physics)
iop.org

lexplore-analytics.co.uk

The Ultimate
Guide to SLCN
(Speech Link Multimedia Ltd)
speechandlanguage.info

NACE Curriculum
Audit©

Cross-Curricular
Learning Resources
(Imperial War Museums)
iwm.org.uk

MP for a Week
(UK Parliament)

(National Association for
Able Children in Education)

learning.parliament.uk

nace.co.uk/page/
curriculum-audit-tool

Forecasting Factbusters
(Met Office)
metoffice.gov.uk/schools

ClearRevise Guides
(PG Online)
clearrevise.com

GCSEPod
(Soundbite Learning)
gcsepod.com

NACE Curriculum
Audit©
(National Association for Able
Children in Education)
nace.co.uk/page/
curriculum-audit-tool

Radix TeacherView
(Radix)
radix-int.com

Compass
(Explore Learning)
explorelearning.co.uk

Ready Box-Set Go
(Highly Sprung
Performance)
highlysprung
performance.co.uk

HEALTH AND
WELLBEING
PSHE: Understanding
and delivering ‘Growing’
content in the classroom
(Hodder Education)
hoddereducation.co.uk

ASSESSMENT
SAM Learning

CPD
LGBTQ+ History:
Opportunities and
enquiries for
KS3 and GCSE

If You Can’t Reach Them
You Can’t Teach Them:
Building Effective
Learning Relationships

hoddereducation.co.uk

(Kevin Hewitson,
Critical Publishing)

(Musical Futures)

criticalpublishing.com

Nature’s Rainbow –
Mindfulness
Meditation for Teens
(Magnificent Me Magnificent You)
magnificent
memagnificentyou.com

Resource Pack:
Safeguarding Against
Child Exploitation
and Abuse
(High Speed Training)
highspeedtraining.co.uk

(Hodder Education)

Musical Futures
musicalfuturesonline.
org

Lexplore Analytics
(Lexplore Analytics)
lexplore-analytics.co.uk

Educake Science
(Educake)

Mocks Service
(Pearson)

Thinking Differently
for Disadvantaged
Learners

Bedrock Vocabulary

(Challenging Education)

bedrocklearning.org

challengingeducation.
co.uk

Let’s Hear It
from the Boys
(Gary Wilson,
Bloomsbury Publishing)
bloomsbury.com

Me Time
(Jessica Sanders,
The Quarto Group)

learning.parliament.uk

(UK Parliament)

Schools Attain
Analytics
(Schools Attain Limited)
schoolsattain.com

The National Hub
(National Online Safety)
nationalonlinesafety.
com

educake.co.uk

qualifications.pearson.com

CPD: How Laws
are Made

quartoknows.com/books

(SAM Learning)
samlearning.com

SCHOOL
BUSINESS

First Aid for
Secondary Schools
and Colleges
(Tigerlily Training)
tigerlilytraining.co.uk

(Bedrock Learning)

APPS
Workspace Skills
(Canopy Education CIC)
canopy.education

The Wellbeing Hub
(Teen Tips)
teentips.co.uk

Lessonflix
(Lessonflix)
lessonflix.com

GCSE History
(Clever Lili Ltd.)
gcsehistory.com

TECHNOLOGY
AND STEM
ActivPanel
Elements Series
(Promethean)
prometheanworld.com/gb

The Design Engineer
Construct! Learning
Programme
(Class Of Your Own Limited)
classofyourown.com

HUE HD Pro
(HUE)
huehd.com

Workspace Skills
(Canopy Education CIC)
canopy.education

Proven solutions.
Successful student outcomes.

As a pioneer and innovator of classroom management software, LanSchool
helps teachers connect with students to create more meaningful online
experiences, both in the classroom and remotely.
Backed by Lenovo and building on 30 years as an edtech leader,
LanSchool helps guide learning, increase collaboration and
makes the most of class time.

30+
years

“

75
countries

12M
customers

15
languages

“

We have been using LanSchool for a number of years now and
absolutely love it. It has proven to be an invaluable tool for teachers
to monitor and assist pupils whilst in IT rooms. From a technical
point of view, it’s been so easy to deploy and manage.
Colin Dean, Network Manager Ferndown Upper School, Dorset, UK

info@its-group.com

+44(0)20 8869 1950

www.its-group.com

